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Abstract

Storage elements that can scale to large capacities and high-performance are an essential component of future
GRID infrastructures, especially for supporting an increasing number of data-intensive applications and services. This
paper discusses two approaches for building scalable networked storage elements: enterprise-level, Fibre-Channel-
based Storage (FCS) and commodity, Cluster-based Networked Storage (CNS). We first examine the characteristics
of FCS, which is currently widely used in high-end enterprise-level installations. We consider various aspects, such
as scalability, performance, availability, security, andcost, and we discuss typical use-scenarios of FCS. Then, we
compare it with CNS and we examine how features of high-end specialized systems may be provided on top of this
new architecture. This discussion reveals the ’feature’ gap between FCS and CNS and exposes issues that need to be
addressed before CNS can be successfully used in a wider range of demanding applications. We believe that CNS has
a lot of potential for replacing FCS in many application domains, however there is a need for addressing a number
of problems at the architectural and storage management layers in emerging cluster-based architectures for storage
elements.

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been a lot of interest in building cost-effective storage elements that can scale to large capacities
(in the range of tens of PBytes) and high-throughput (tens ofGBytes/second). Such storage elements are required
to support an increasing number of data-intensive applications and services that impose stringent requirements on
modern storage systems. The main challenge in this direction is to scale capacity and throughput without losing
important features, such as reliability and availability,flexibility, manageability, and security.

Scalable storage elements traditionally rely on custom, storage-specific components, such as FC (Fibre Channel) or
SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface) controllers, interconnects, and disks. Fiber Channel-based Storage (FCS)
systems provide capacity and performance scalability, high availability and reliability, manageability, and security,

This research work is carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the European Commission (Contract IST-2002-
004265).
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however, at high costs. They are used extensively in applications that require strong guarantees in reliability, availabil-
ity, and performance, such as banking, e-commerce, video-streaming and video-on-demand environments. Thanks to
their performance, manageability and flexibility they are also popular in supercomputing centers and hosting compa-
nies. However, their very high costs and slow return on investment (ROI) limit their usage to mission-critical systems
and applications. Furthermore, although the centralization points present in these architectures help to provide the
aforementioned features, they may eventually limit their flexibility, capacity, and performance.

Recently, scalable storage systems have started to evolve through significant architectural changes that will allow
them to take advantage of commodity components (CPUs, memory, interconnects, disks). These Commodity-based
Networked Storage systems (CNS) will be able to follow technology curves better than specialized storage architec-
tures and systems and offer similar or improved functional and performance characteristics at lower cost. Moreover,
their open architecture may allow greater flexibility in order to closely match the requirements of users and applica-
tions. Their lower costs, in comparison to FCS systems, encourage the scientific and industrial researchers to find
ways to provide important features such as performance, availability and reliability as well as manageability and
performance on top of these decentralized systems built of non-specialized, commodity components.
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Figure 1: Architecture of FCS.

One of the main features of FCS systems is that they are built out of custom storage devices (disk drives, disk
JBODs, matrix controllers etc.), interconnects, i.e. switches and host-bus adapters (HBAs), and storage-specific com-
munication protocols. All of these components are designedand optimized for I/O processing purposes. Figure 1
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shows the overall architecture of FC-based networked storage systems (FCS). Application servers are connected to
storage resources through the Storage Area Network (SAN). Servers are connected to SAN using custom switches
and Host Bus Adapters. Storage resources typically attached in SAN networks include disk matrices, tape libraries
and drives as well as magneto-optical, optical, and CD/DVD jukeboxes. In this work we focus on disk-based storage
devices, since tape and optical media are useful for backup/archive purposes rather than for primary-storage applica-
tions.

Disk matrices contain a matrix controller equipped with storage processors (CPUs), cache memory, and usually
specialized XOR engines that speed up computation of checksums for RAID purposes. Matrix controllers present a
logical (virtualized) view of the attached drives, in the form of logical volumes to applications.

FCS systems are essentially centralized. There are many potential and actual centralization points such as matrix
controllers, FC switches and virtualization engines. For instance, matrix controllers process I/O requests and imple-
ment basic virtualization functions, such as logical volumes and reliability and availability mechanisms. In standard
setups they control up to hundreds of disk drives, thereforeeven if replicated (dual-controller setups are typical) they
constitute a potential centralization point. In many cases, virtualization features accessible in matrix controllers are
not sufficient for a given application – e.g. in native FCS system, logical volumes cannot span multiple controllers.
They should be moved to host-side-, switch-side- or external-box-included software. However, after such shift, the
level of performance, reliability and availability guarantees may be degraded. Moreover, the centralization point is
not removed - instead it is just moved, from the matrix controller to another virtualization engine that may eventually
become a bottleneck.

Therefore, on the one hand, centralization is a great advantage, since it facilitates mechanisms necessary to guar-
antee reliability, availability, predictability, and to some extent security. On the other hand, it poses limitationsto
scalability (both in terms of capacity and throughput), management, and increases the cost of the system.

Finally, it is important to note that the use of FCS systems inmission-critical application domains is driven not
only from their architectural features but also from the existence of solid industry standards and well-established
best practices related to FCS design, employment, management, and usage. Moreover, staff training and certification
schemes for FCS systems administrators facilitate exploitation of the systems’ advanced features by the end-users.
However, in these works, we are mostly concerned about architectural and technology issues.

Figure 2 shows the general architecture of a commodity, cluster-based networked storage system (CNS). Typical
storage nodes include one or two storage controllers, each connected to a subset of disks. Depending on the target
application domain, the storage node may also include extraCPU and memory, in addition to the storage controllers.
The exact paths for data and control transfer may vary, depending on the specific node architecture.

CNS is currently being used (mostly) experimentally in various application domains. Cluster-based networked
storage systems provide numerous advantages: they benefit from the technology curves for commodity components
(CPUs, memory, interconnection), they are more flexible andmay more easily adapt to application needs, they can
scale to larger systems providing higher capacities and performance, they may employ a higher degree of redundancy,
and they exhibit lower acquisition costs.

Cluster-based storage systems introduce and rely on two architectural characteristics to provide their many advan-
tages:

• They eliminate centralization points in the storage systemand move intelligence from hardware to software
providing more flexibility.

• They rely on commodity components that address larger markets and may take advantage of economies of scale.

These architectural characteristics are also a source of numerous challenges in building cost-effective, scalable
storage systems. For instance, they require extensive system software support for sharing resources and data, reliability
and availability, security and management issues.

In this work we first examine important features of FCS and howit is currently used in typical installations. The
goal is to understand the features that CNS may need to support before replacing FCS in new application domains. In
particular, we examine features in the following categories:

• Capacity and performance scalability

• Reliability and availability
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Figure 2: Architecture of CNS.

• Manageability and flexibility (virtualization)

• Security

• Spatial density and power consumption

• Cost.

Our analysis shows that although FCS provides significant features in each category, it is limited by the centralized
architecture it employees and the use of specialized storage components. CNS has the potential for alleviating these
constraints.

However, given that storage is a critical application area,these are all essential features that need to be supported
before cluster-based storage becomes usable in wide application domains. Currently, although CNS provides support
for capacity and performance scalability to some extent, the rest of the feature areas are not adequately supported.
Thus, there is a need for research that will propose new solutions to problems in these areas, given the architectural
shift from FCS to CNS.

Architectural evolutions of the storage systems also applyto Grid systems. Currently, Storage Elements in Grids
are typically a centralized, custom-technology-based storage systems. For instance, most Grid infrastructures today
(e.g EGEE [1]) use storage elements based on Fibre Channel whenever large capacities are required. However, the
relatively high costs of custom storage technologies alongwith growing CPU speeds of commodity computer sys-
tems and rapidly increasing capacities of ’desktop-class’disks may result in a dramatic change to storage element
architectures.

The main goal of this work is to present today’s state-of-the-art in high=end networked storage technology, discuss
its most important features and limitations, and examine ifand how emerging architectures based on commodity
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technologies may lead to similar or improved features at a better cost-efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 extensively discusses the features and possible limitations

of FCS. Section 3 presents typical uses of scalable FCS systems. Section 4 presents CNS features and contrasts them
to FCS. Section 5 comments on the related work and we finally conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Categorization of FCS features

In this section we discuss the main features of FCS using the categories defined in the previous point.

2.1 Capacity and performance scalability

An important component that may limit storage system scalability is the internal system interconnect. Each FCS
interconnect network consists of two parts (Figure 1): the front-end network and the back-end network.

2.1.1 Front-end Network

The front-end network connects application servers to matrix controllers. The back-end network is responsible for
connectivity between storage devices and matrix controllers. Each of these networks has different features that impact
scalability of the whole storage system.

The front-end network consists of client host (applicationserver) HBAs, disk matrix front-end I/O ports, and SAN
switches. The front-end network may take two basic forms: arbitrated loop (FC-AL) and switched fabric (FC-SW).
In FC-AL (Figure 3) devices are connected in a one-way loop fashion in a ring topology, spanning up to 126 devices
(plus 1 optional FC switch port). Bandwidth is shared among devices in the loop and only one pair of the devices on
the loop can communicate simultaneously. Thus, FC-AL is limited in terms of the network size and performance. But
due to its predictability, concerning mainly the I/O request transmission time, it is used as the internal interconnect
technology in disk matrices. FC-AL can be compared with SCSI. Actually, the Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) carries
SCSI frames on top of FC physical connectivity.

Host

Storage

Storage

Storage

Host Host

Storage Storage

Switch Switch Switch

Storage

Host

Figure 3: FC-AL (left) and FC-SW (right) interconnection approaches.

FC-SW is a network topology in which many devices are connected to each other via FC switches. FC-SW offers
higher scalability and redundancy. In theory, FC-SW allowsa maximum of 16 millions devices to be connected to a
single network (limit of the 24-bit address space). Switches can be added to the fabric as the number of servers and
storage devices grows and more switch ports are needed.

However, additional switches should be added in a manner that keeps route length, latency, and throughput among
edge devices constant. This complicates scaling of the front-end network. Furthermore, the internal fabric usually
uses redundant links and switches for path redundancy and fail-over. This may significantly increase the number of
switch ports needed to interconnect a given number of devices.
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Overall, FC-SW have significant advantages over FC-AL, however it also has some scalability limits (connected
mainly to the host-disk route length) and its usage results in significantly higher costs.

The most common topologies used by FC-SW front-end networksare star (single-switch fabric), tree and mesh
(multiple-switch fabric) as well as tiered structure. The simplest front-end topology is a star that consists of a single
FC switch that connects all application servers and storageresources. This is also the minimal network configuration.
Such a setup constitutes the entry-cost of the FC technology. However, due to availability reasons, the most popular
configurations of FCS front-end network contain at least twoFC switches. Switches can form independent SAN
networks, each of them having a star topology with a single core or they can be connected by Inter-Switch Link(s)
(ISL) and thus form a single fabric, e.g. a star with dual-core (see Figure 4).

Application server

Application server

Disk matrix

Disk matrix

Application server

Application server

Disk matrix

Disk matrix

ISL

Figure 4: Dual and single fabric setups (with two FC switches).

In mesh topologies (Figure 5), alternative network paths exist and might be used for both availability and perfor-
mance reasons. However, this topology is very costly in terms of available ports vs. the number of switches used
to build a mesh. In a tiered topology (Figure 6), it is possible to build the network with a relatively high number of
ports available for storage devices (typically connected to the top tier) and application servers (typically attachedto
the bottom tier) using a given number of FC switches. In this setup, multiple, equal-cost server-storage paths exist
and may be used for availability and performance purposes. However, these data paths are generally longer than in
a mesh topology and top-tier switches can be a performance bottleneck. Apart from using the appropriate topology,
application servers and storage devices are sometimes connected to multiple, independent SAN fabrics, which further
improves performance, availability, and reliability.
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Figure 5: Meshed fabric topology.
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We can see that many front-end network topologies supportedby FCS architectures can be used in order to optimize
selected criteria: predictability of I/O request transmission time (loop), length and the redundancy of application
server-storage links (mesh, multiple fabrics), cost of thesystem (tier) etc. However, the overall limitation observed in
the FCS front-end network is a relatively high cost of SAN network devices. They can even constitute 1/3-1/2 of the
total cost of the storage system. In practice, this often forces the system owners to choose setups which constitute a
compromise between their actual needs and financial resources.

2.1.2 Architectural and practical limits in FCS front-end networks

The architectural limit for the number of FC switches in a single fabric is 239 switches. In theory, this makes it possible
to configure e.g. 3824 FC or 7648 ports using 16- or 32-port FC switches. However, in addition to architecture
limits, some practical limits exist and make the number of devices that can be attached to the SAN network even
smaller. These limits apply to the number of switches in the network, number of ports available for storage devices
and application servers, and physical size of the network (number of hops on the data path in the fabric).

The practical limit on the number of FC switches and devices is not clear as it depends on the topology of the
network, network configuration, type and capacity of CPUs inFC switch and matrix controllers, etc. Some vendors
provide recommendations concerning maximum values of selected parameters of the network setup, e.g. maximum
fabric size expressed as the number of FC switches. Exceeding these limits can for instance impact the stability of the
FC fabric.
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As an example, let us consider the impact of topology on fabric scalability. In simple topologies (star, tree, etc.)
a relatively low number of switches in the core of the networkcompared to the total number of switches can be an
important performance bottleneck. Although adding switches to the core can eliminate bottlenecks, unfortunately
this also decreases the maximum number of ports available for devices/application servers (assuming that we add the
switches only to the network core). This is caused by the factthat part of the core switch ports must be used for
inter-switch links (ISLs).

There are contradictory effects of adding switches to the core fabric: on the one hand the performance bottleneck
is removed, on the other, ports availability is decreased. These effects are visible in Figure 7 that depicts the resultsof
calculations made for networks in star and mesh topology, built of 16- and 32-port switches. In considered networks
the optimal (in terms of available ports) values of the number of switches are 18 for 16-port switches and 34 for 32-
port switches, making up 224 and 960 usable ports. Note that the number of available ports is not increased by adding
more switches to the fabric; it even falls down if the number of switches is above optimal. The analysis depicted
in Figure 7 also shows that increasing the number of switchesin the core of the star-topology network (2 times in
comparison to the basic setup), significantly decreases thenumber of usable ports (even by about a hundred in case of
34-switches configuration which is optimal from the point ofview of the usable ports in a dual-core setup). This is a
serious drawback of the solution even if it increases the throughput of the network core.

In more complicated topologies, e.g. trees, tiered topology, similar problems appear. While optimizing some
criteria, e.g. tier-topology is relatively cost-effective, the other criteria are degraded, e.g. the maximum throughput
possible to obtain in the network (top-tier switches may become a performance bottleneck). Similarly, usage of some
auxiliary techniques for eliminating bottlenecks, e.g. multiple inter-switch links (trunked or not) may negatively
impact the ports availability and/or increase costs of the whole system assuming that a constant number of usable ports
is required.
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Figure 7: Number of usable ports in dual core star and mesh topologies.

Overall, for particular topologies of the front-end network and port density of FC-switches multiple contradictory
criteria of the network setup cannot be optimized in the sametime. This fact must be held in mind while considering
scalability of FCS interconnects. Extensive optimizationof one of the parameters, e.g. network capacity, may neg-
atively influence the other parameters of the network e.g. the network throughput, latency, stability, redundancy and
costs.

Although topology and network setup can be fitted to the application requirements (optimizing important param-
eters, ignoring the rest), but in practice the main problem that limits the FCS network scalability is the system cost.
Fibre Channel switches remain very expensive devices, therefore scaling the network features (e.g. the number of
usable ports) while keeping other parameters on a constant level (e.g. throughput) can be very costly.
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2.1.3 Back-end Network

The back-end network consists of disk drives I/O interfaces, back-end I/O ports in the matrix controllers, and network
links that inter-connect the devices, optionally with network switches. The most popular topology used in a back-end
network is a loop (ring) that does not require any switches. Physical disks drives in matrices are typically grouped
in JBODs (Just a Bunch Of Disks) or SBODs (Switched Bunch of Disks) configurations, enclosed in rack-mountable
chassis and connected to at least one matrix controller. Typically, the whole back-end network is implemented using
the FC-AL link topology.

In JBODs, disks form a logical chain, where each pair of neighbors is typically interconnected by two physical
links. Internal JBOD interconnects are implemented in the JBOD back-plane and/or in the JBOD controller card.
Multiple JBODs may form a daisy-chain or are connected in a hub-based manner (see Figure 8); however, logically,
disks in JBODs form a FC-AL loop in both setups.

Controller

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

A    JBOD     B

Hub Hub

Controller

Figure 8: JBOD topologies [2]: Daisy Chain (left) and Hub-based (right).

This fact has some important implications on the back-end network scalability. The maximum number of devices
per FC-AL loop is 125, but practical installations use a maximum of about 40 disk devices per single FC loop for
performance and reliability reasons. As more and more devices are added to a FC-AL segment, the ring-topology link
may become saturated and performance can degrade. Moreover, failure of any device in the loop may compromise
the whole loop’s stability and availability, and thus interrupt data access operations performed through it. To improve
reliability of JBOD configurations, FC disk drives are dual-ported and connected to two independent back-end loops.

SBODs (Switched Bunch Of Disks) exhibits better performance and reliability than JBODs. Each SBOD contains
a mini-switch that connects the disk drives to one or more RAID controllers through ’switching’ FC loops (Figure 9).
This eliminates bandwidth limitations (more controller-disk connections are possible at the same time), latency impact
on the performance (arbitrary controller-disk connectiontraverses less FC ports than in JBOD setup) and increases
fault tolerance - in case of failure, problematic disk drives can be ’switched off the loop’ not affecting the rest of the
drives [2].

However, back-end network size limit in SBOD setups remainsthe same as in JBODs (at 125 drives per SBOD),
since disk drives in SBODs in a logical sense are still connected in FC-AL loop topology.

SBOD-based matrices are a relatively novel solution, not widely available on the market. However, even with a
JBOD architecture, loop bandwidth and reliability limits of the back-end network can be obeyed to some extent. Usage
of multiple FC loops between matrix controllers and JBODs isa very popular and proved solution. Even midrange
matrix configurations contain more than one FC loop at the back-end (typically 2-4). Typically they can span 12-20
JBODS enclosing 12-16 drives each, e.g. IBM FAStT700 in PSNCis equipped with 4 independent FC loops spanning
144 disks arranged in 12 JBODs. High-end matrices may contain hundreds of disks drives. In most cases they are
connected to controllers through FC loops.

An interesting aspect of back-end connectivity is the fact that it relies on a loop topology in most cases. In theory,
switched technology at the back-end could increase the scalability of this part of the system. The reason for loop
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Figure 9: JBODs (left) and SBODs (right) [2].

topology domination is that the implementation of a switched-link logic is much more complicated than the one of a
loop logic, and would significantly boost the system cost. Therefore its usage is limited to very sophisticated matrix
systems. An additional technical problem that blocks the usage of switched topology at the back-end is the lack of
fairness guarantees concerning I/O request processing over FC-SW links. This could have effect on link bandwidth
starvation and non-deterministic disk accesses for matrixcontrollers [2]. Such situation is not acceptable or requires
additional complicated logic in the controllers. This in turn could additionally boost the costs of the matrix system.

Overall, the scalability of the capacity and throughput of the back-end network in FCS systems is limited and
costly. The trend is to implement this connectivity using Fibre Channel loops whose capacity and number per matrix
is constant and limited. Such a configuration is rather static - after reaching the maximum capacity or throughput of
the matrix the total system capacity can be scaled only by an increasing number of matrices in the system. Usage of
potentially more scalable switched technologies at the back-end is difficult for technical and cost reasons.

2.1.4 FCS interconnect scalability – overall

From the architectural point of view, FCS can reach extreme capacities. The front-end connectivity allows FCS
systems to provide hundreds or even thousands of ports and the back-end network allows a single disk matrix to
contain hundreds of disk drives. In that way, the number of disk drives in a FCS system can reach hundreds of
thousands. However, practical and cost limitations imposemore realistic limits. Large FC-based disk matrices incur
very high costs; that are prohibitive for many application domains. Using SATA-based matrices may improve these
costs, however, also at reduced reliability, availability, and performance. Moreover, when the front-end or back-end
network’s size grows significantly, keeping the reliability, availability, and performance at a constant level may be very
costly. It may require additional devices such as controllers and switches or even moving to higher-class equipment,
e.g. from regular switches to directors or from mid-range toenterprise-class matrix controllers. Such device class
transition may be very costly.

Thus, given current disk capacities (around 750 GBytes/spindle in early 2007 and 1TByte/spindle announced for
the end of the year 2007), even with practical limitations, realistic FCS systems can reach capacities of hundreds of
peta-bytes (PBytes). For instance, in a configuration usingmid-range products, the front-end fabric can support a
few 10,000s of disks, which results in capacities at the level of 10 PBytes . However, even in such setups (called
’economic’ by vendors), cost is the limiting factor (see Section 2.6).

2.1.5 Processing and Memory

Processing and memory resources of network and storage devices in FCS systems are based on high-end, custom,
storage-specific architectures. Storage CPUs can offer much better performance in I/O requests processing than
general-purpose CPUs with similar clock speeds.

Although specialized and high-end, processing and memory resources in FCS can limit the maximum capacity,
performance as well as stability and reliability of the storage system. For instance matrix controllers’ resources are
designed for some level of disks capacity, number of disk drives (typically very big, i.e. hundreds of disks), amount of
data traffic, number clients, data traffic load etc. (Table 1 shows their typical features). However, the capacity and data
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traffic volume demands concerning matrix controllers are still growing. Therefore, these devices must be over-scaled
by design and thus very expensive. If they are cheaper, they typically have limited scalability and lifetime.

Feature Mid-range FC disk matrix High-end FC disk matrix
Number of CPUs per controller 1-2 2-4 single or dual processors
CPU bus speed 0,6-1,2 GHz 1GHz and more
Special CPU features Hardware XOR Hardware XOR
Amount of cache per controller 1-4 GBytes 4, 8, 16, 64 ... GBytes

Table 1: Typical parameters of matrix controllers.

Similarly processing resources of FC switches must be a high-end, specialized devices typically with very high
costs. They must have enough computing power to efficiently process actual data traffic as well as perform manage-
ment operations such as zoning, name services, vSANs etc. (these management operations are discussed in points 2.3
’Security’ and 2.4 ’Management and flexibility’). Moreover, they must have some resources in reserve to support the
data and management traffic that grow during the system life-cycle.

Finally, scaling the processing resources in FCS is much more complicated and costly than upgrades of general-
purpose CPUs and memory modules. One obstacle is the specialized architecture of controllers and switches, that
often does not allow upgrading the CPUs and memory units. However upgrade options are often inaccessible not only
due to technical issues, but also due to marketing or economic reasons. One of the economic issues is the fact, that
specialized storage devices compose a small and specialized market. Such environment offer low return on investment
(ROI) for manufacturers and thus is one of the factors that result in slower adoption of new technologies in FCS
components.

From the end-user perspective, the only way to scale processing resources is often the upgrade of a whole com-
ponent (controller, switch) or adding new components alongwith network/matrix reconfiguration. However, both
solutions are costly and may be disruptive to system operation. Additionally slow return of investments put to ex-
pensive storage devices may in practice limit these ways of keeping track of application and user demand by FCS
systems.

2.1.6 Throughput

Data throughput in the FCS system is the product of disk-controller, controller-internal, controller-network, network-
core, and network-server throughput (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Throughput-affecting elements of FCS system.

The disk-to-controller throughput available in the storage system is mostly affected by the number of disk-drives in
the matrix, throughput of the back-end network and the disks/controllers ratio. Typical values of the back-end network
and disks/controllers ratios are shown in Table 2.

Given a fixed number of controllers and disks, the back-end network in a disk matrix and the controller/disk
ratio should make it possible to accommodate the maximum planned performance by design, since scaling disk-to-
controller throughput beyond initial planning is not straight-forward. In case there is a need for further increasing
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Parameter Mid-range matrix High-end matrix
Number of back-end ports 2-4 4-8
Link speed at back-end 2 Gbit/s 2-4 Gbit/s
Link topology at back-end ’pure’ FC-AL (JBOD) or

’switched’ FC-AL (SBOD)
’pure’ FC-AL (JBOD),
’switched’ FC-AL (SBOD) or
fully switched architecture

Disk/controllers ratio 12/2-224/2 up to hundreds/2

Table 2: Typical parameters of the back-end network in disk matrices.

the back-end network throughput, there are three options. First, adding more back-end communication ports to the
matrix controllers. In this case JBODs/SBODs must be reconfigured to distribute disk drives over a larger number of
back-end links. Second, to upgrade link speeds in the back-end, e.g. from 2Gbit/s to 4Gbit/s (or 8 Gbit/s in the future).
However, this often requires upgrading also the controllers or upgrading JBODs/SBODs communication modules. The
third option is to upgrade the back-end connectivity from a FC-AL to a FC-SW architecture. This allows to distribute
the back-end traffic over multiple switched links (instead of transferring it over a shared loop link), at at the same time
increasing the reliability of controller-disk connections.

Note however that mentioned back-end network upgrade options are available only for selected products and even
if available, are very costly. Thus, the possibility of scaling back-end network throughput is in fact limited.

Internal controller throughput should be carefully concerned at the system design phase, since scaling it is not
straight-forward. If requirements concerning controllerthroughput change during the matrix life-cycle, there are only
two options: first, to upgrade controller’s processing and memory units (in fact difficult and limited options – see:
Section 2.1.5.); second, to replace controllers by more powerful components (also difficult and limited availability for
technical, marketing or economic reasons). However, both mentioned upgrade options are very costly and may be
disruptive to data availability and integrity.

Controller-to-network throughput mostly depends on the link throughput and the number of front-end ports used
for storage devices in the network. Typical parameters of matrix controller front-end connectivity are presented in
Table 3. Disk matrices are typically equipped with 1-8 portsper controller (mid- to high-end). Each matrix may
employ 2-8 controllers connected to the same or independentSAN fabrics. A single mid-range controller can support
500-800 MBytes/s of throughput that is enough to saturate four 2-Gbit/s FC links. High-end controllers may provide
more bandwidth, able to saturate four 4-Gbit/s links or eight 2-Gbit/s links.

Parameter Mid-range class High-end class
Front-end ports per controller 2-4 2-8
Number of fabrics 2 2
Front-end ports per fabric 1-2 1-4
Maximum data throughput 500-800 MBytes/s 1600 MBytes/s

Table 3: Typical front-end matrix connectivity capabilities in FCS systems.

Although the above-mentioned parameters are quite impressive, unfortunately they are more or less static during
the matrix life-cycle. Thus the only option for scaling the front-end connectivity of disk matrices is to allocate addi-
tional front-end ports to controllers or to upgrade link speeds. These options do not leave a lot of room for increasing
the front-end matrix connectivity throughput.

Overall, in practice increasing disk to front-end network throughput is done by increasing the number of matrices
(and thus controllers, disks, back-end and front-end portsetc.). However, this requires re-distributing data across
storage devices, which is both costly and disruptive for thesystem operation. Therefore, practical usability of these
upgrade options is very limited from the system owners’ point of view.

The front-end network throughput depends on the link speed,the network topology used, and usage of ISL trunk-
ing. Increasing link speed is very costly since it requires upgrading many components. Another option is to modify the
topology of the network in order to eliminate hot-spots, e.g. by migrating from star to mesh. However, this approach
usually incurs a highly non-linear cost due to the increasednumber of switches required by such changes. Cost-issues
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aside, the FC routing protocol supports link sharing and load-balancing of multiple fabric connections making this
a viable option. Finally, one can increase the number of links used to interconnect switches by using ISL trunking,
e.g. by creating a single virtual link composed of four 2Gbit/s or eight 4Gbit/s links. This is the simplest approach to
increase network throughput, however, it may reduce significantly the number of ports available to storage devices and
application servers and thus can have some impact on the total system cost, assuming a constant number of needed
ports.

Finally, server-network throughput depends on the HBAs used in servers and the link throughput of the front-
end network at the edge switches. Typically, servers are connected through one FC-SW link per fabric. Therefore,
typical client-fabric throughput is about 200-400 MBytes/s, depending on the link speed (2-Gbit/s or 4-Gbit/s). Using
multiple HBAs along with server-side link trunking or multiple independent fabrics one can increase this throughput,
however, this requires software support in the client, fabric, and storage resource software. Cost issues connected with
server-network throughput scaling are quite important, similarly to the other parts of the FCS network. They apply
mainly to the costs of HBAs (about $1000 each; note that this is comparable to the cost of a commodity PC) and the
cost of trunking feature.

As a summary, high throughput in FCS storage systems is guaranteed by the usage of custom, storage-specific
technologies in storage and network devices along with appropriate back-end and front-end network configurations
and topologies. However, while being high-end, these devices are relatively costly and have rather static features.
Therefore evolving the FCS system that aims in scaling its throughput is both difficult and expensive.

2.2 Reliability and availability

FCS systems are configured to avoid a single point of failure.There is always a dual path from any server to any block
of data and each data block is replicated to more than one drive (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Data block and data paths replication in FCS systems.

Firstly, providing dual paths happens by using a combination of replicated resources:

• Typically, client machines access disk volumes in a matrix using two HBAs and can switch HBAs in case of
failure of the primary/preferred controller.

• The topology used in the front-end network may have redundant paths, even within a single fabric.

• High-availability features are included also in FC switches. High-end FCS switches (also called directors)
employ a fully redundant architecture. Mid-range switcheshave redundant power supplies, hot-swappable fans,
etc. but most of their logic components (CPUs, I/O units etc.) are not redundant.

• Disk matrices (JBODs or SBODs) may be equipped with two controllers. The control over the disk pools, RAID
structures, and logical disk volumes can be shared by controllers or overtaken by one of them in case of failure
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of the other one. Matrix controllers have a redundant designthemselves. They may be equipped with multiple,
hot-swappable power supplies, fans and in some cases, I/O units. Each disk matrix may connect to more than
one independent fabric, using redundant links for each single fabric.

• Disks may also be dual ported (FC, SAS) and accessible by two controllers using independent back-end links.
Single-ported (ATA, SATA and SATA II) disks can be connectedto multiple controllers using port multiplexers,
however, in this case, the I/O unit of the disk drive remains the single point of failure on the disk-to-controller
path.

• Hot-spare disks and use of appropriate RAID levels enable continuous access to data in case of disk drive
failure(s). Failed disks can be replaced without a shutdownor reboot step (hot-swap) in the controller.

Avoiding a single point of failure in FCS is sufficient in mostpractical situations. Moreover techniques of achieving
this are standardized and well-documented. However, in some cases, a higher level of redundancy would be useful.
But configuring FCS systems for higher redundancy may encounter significant problems and may incur significantly
higher costs.

Secondly, the most important block replication techniquesin FCS systems include: RAID support, matrix con-
troller cache memory content protection techniques, mirroring and support for snapshots. RAID support makes user
data available in the presence of data block damage, e.g. when a disk drive fails. Apart from local mirroring and other
levels of RAID support, remote data replication is used to protect against environmental disasters: fire, terrorism acts
etc. Some FC switches support mirroring over long-distancelinks, i.e. up to 120 km using standard FC protocols and
over longer links using FC protocol extensions or encapsulation.

A problem with RAID support is the duration of the rebuild phase. When employing RAID-type data replication
over large capacity disk drives (e.g. 750 GBytes SATA drives), recovering from a failure may require a considerable
amount of time. During this time, the RAID volume operates ina degraded mode and may be vulnerable, e.g. failure
of any additional drive during RAID rebuild may compromise the integrity of data. Although the priority of the
RAID rebuild operation in a majority of matrices may be set tominimize rebuild time or interference with application
performance, this is only a partial solution to the problem.The rebuild speed is severely limited by the performance
of a single disk drive. Although higher levels of redundancymay help in such situations, they are not easily supported
in FCS systems (at reasonable cost).

Protecting controller cache contents from failures is morecomplex:

• First, cache blocks are periodically read in order to detectand correct single- and double-bit errors resulting
from memory bits flipping. This technique is known as cache scrubbing.

• Second, when write caching (i.e. write-back mode) is enabled (in dual-controller setups only), cache contents
are mirrored to two controllers and are kept coherent by acknowledging writes to the application only after both
cached copies have been updated. This prevents the lost write problem, i.e. the situation where the application
is unaware that data are not really written to disk and may be lost after e.g. a controller failure. Note that support
for maintaining caches coherent may be quite involved, depending on the level of asynchrony required in the
operation of the two controllers.

• In addition to coherency and mirroring techniques, the content of cache memory is protected against power
failures. Cache memory may use a battery module during powerinterruptions, typically up to 72 hours. A
variation of this technique is cache-vaulting, that is, theuse of a UPS for both the cache and the disks for as long
as it takes to write the cached blocks to disk.

Besides user data, it is also important to protect FCS mediated, such as system configuration. The integrity of the
configuration data is critical from the point of view of the storage system availability and reliability. Techniques used
to protect system meta data are:

• Storage of configuration data in some selected disks inside the matrix. Thus, data are accessible even after
replacement of both matrix controllers and no additional time is needed to restore them.

• Another solution used both for a disk matrix and FC switch configuration data is to save them on the external
media, such as flash cards, or to export them through the network to a management database. In some devices
you can have two copies of device configuration data, held on two independent cards. The second copy can
be created periodically or before device upgrade, reconfiguration etc. You can use it to recover the device to
operation in case of failure or in order to move the configuration quickly to another compatible device.
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Overall, cost is an important issue when providing high reliability and availability. For instance, let us analyze the
extra cost that must be spent in order to minimize the impact of the RAID rebuild phase discussed above. Considering
a given matrix capacity, RAID rebuild time can be reduced if amatrix is built of large number of small FC drives,
e.g. 350 GBytes per drive, instead of a small number of big SATA drives, e.g. 500-750 GBytes per drive. Also high
rotational speeds (10-15K RPM) and more advanced logic guarantees high data throughput with FC drives, compared
to 7-10K RPM SATA drives. Moreover, FC disk drives are more reliable due to their specialized design and more
robust mechanical elements. However, building a storage system with a given total capacity from smaller FC drives
requires more drives, JBODs/SBODs chassis, and may requiremore controllers and switch ports. Moreover, per-
component costs of FC-based matrices are higher than per-unit costs of SATA-based ones. Therefore, the additional
cost of extra-reliability may be prohibitive for many application domains.

Finally, FCS systems employ detailed component monitoringand error reporting, usually in each component’s
firmware. Any failure is automatically reported to system administrators or support staff in the form of email alerts,
SNMP traps, SMS messages, etc. For instance, error checks include periodic disk surface scanning as well as trial
read and write operations to unused areas of disks during lowtraffic periods. This improves system availability as
failures are immediately detected and dealt with, before they cause the system outage. Finally, any firmware upgrade
to system components happens in a non-disruptive manner, increasing system availability.

Summing up, the reliability and availability features of the FCS systems are well-established and proved. They
are supported by fundamental system architecture features: centralization that makes it possible to define semantics
during failures and redundancy of data paths and blocks thatprevents from possible failure effects. Beside architecture
itself, reliability and availability of FCS are supported by numerous additional techniques employed in FC switches,
matrix controllers and host-, storage- or network-side software.

However important limitation of reliability and availability features in FCS is the fact, that they are achieved at very
high cost. First, redundancy of expensive resources multiplies the total costs of the system. Second, reliability and
availability techniques employed in FCS components must bepaid by end-users in the form of a very high purchase
price of these components. Another important limitation ofreliability and availability in FCS is that higher levels
of resources redundancy are sometimes hard to achieve due toa little customization level of redundancy features
implemented in FCS components. Even if optimized and proved, these features are relatively static and have limited
flexibility.

2.3 Security in FCS

2.3.1 Techniques for traffic separation, access control andsecure management

Another issue in FCS systems is the lack of the native supportfor strong security techniques related to data links and
data storage. This fact has a historical background: originally, FCS systems were designed to be dedicated, physically
separated infrastructures used by single organizations. However, when FCS systems span geographically dispersed
organizations and/or are shared among multiple organizations and users, security issues arise.

Basic security techniques supported in FCS systems are: traffic separation and access control techniques. Addi-
tional methods support confidentiality of the data transported and stored in FCS.

A simple technique for access control in SAN networks is LUN masking, implemented in the matrix controller.
A particular disk volume defined in the matrix can be mapped toselected servers and thus the requests from all other
servers in the network can be rejected by this volume.

FC switches support zoning that allows to logically separate the data traffic between selected ports of FC switches
and/or selected devices in FCS. Essentially, zoning makes devices belonging to different zones mutually invisible.
There are three basic types of zoning: port zoning, WWN zoning and mixed zoning. The first technique uses domain
and port numbers to group the traffic in particular zones. Thesecond uses the physical addresses of devices, i.e. world-
wide names (WWNs) to guarantee that only allowed devices canaccess devices in a zone. The third technique, known
also as port-binding, is a combination of two previous ones:it allows the host (HBA) to authenticate as the member of
the zone only if its WWN and switch port-number combination is appropriate.

VSAN is a technique that allows several ports or WWNs to be grouped together and form a virtual fabric. In that
way, single physical fabric can host multiple virtual SAN networks, each of them having full fabric functionality in-
cluding routing, zoning, and name services. Similarly to zones, mutual visibility of devices is limited to a given virtual
fabric, but contrary to zones, configuration data of particular VSANs (zones, names, routing) remain independent from
other virtual fabrics.
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There is a security issue known in complex fabrics that results from configuration conflicts that can happen while
attaching new switches to the fabric, e.g. while fabric expansion due to increasing port requirements. To deal with this,
certain switches are designated as ’trusted’, and their actions are used to resolve conflicts and propagate (hopefully
correct) settings to (non-trusted) switches.

The practical effectiveness of the above-mentioned security techniques is actually limited. For instance, WWN-
based zoning can be bypassed by the malicious server in whichWWN of the FC HBA can be changed using even
standard HBA management software. Similarly, LUN-maskingcan be useless if hosts connected to SAN are able to
spoof WWNs. Another problem is that zoning and LUN-masking techniques are independent of Name Services in
fabrics, and thus an arbitrary host, once connected to SAN, can query the Name Services even if it does not belong to
any of the fabric zones. Overall, these simple security techniques constitute the first line of defense in FCS systems,
but are not sufficient to assure security of the system itselfor security of the data stored in it.

The second line of defense is needed if several organizations or organization departments share the FCS fabric.
For that purpose access control lists (ACLs) for fabrics, ports, and other fine-grain resources combined with PKI
authentication mechanisms are used. ACLs are typically seton a per-switch, per-port, or per-WWN basis. PKI-based
techniques are applied for management-domain to fabric-domain, switch-to-switch, as well as host-to-switch and
storage-resource to switch authentication. Also managingentities, i.e. administrators or management applicationscan
be authenticated in that way (besides the obvious user/password mechanism). Security of the management channel
itself is supported by SSL. In addition, in some FCS devices,different levels of administration privileges can be
defined, and assigned to distinct management entities, e.g.administrators, monitoring entities, security officers etc.

Experts [14] say that, in addition to PKI-based authentication and access control techniques, some organization-
level solutions such as key management, periodic password-changes, securing storage servers etc. are needed to keep
the actual system security at a certain level. Additionally, monitoring, auditing, event logging, integrity checks and
security threats detection techniques should be employed in FCS in order to constantly control the security level in the
system. Unfortunately, today’s FCS systems do not nativelysupport these techniques and external tools are necessary,
obviously with additional costs.

What is worse, the actual usage of these tools in real FCS systems is still limited. According to Leroy Budnik1,
”today, storage infrastructures (...) are highly vulnerable to attack because of the gap between known security tech-
niques and their level of implementation,” [14]. One of the causes of that situation (beyond historical reasons) is the
storage administrators believing that FCS storage systemsare secure and not targeted by potential intruders because
the are specialized (kind of a ’security through obscurity’approach).

2.3.2 Data confidentiality and integrity techniques

Security techniques discussed in point 2.3.1 protect mainly against the threats coming from the outside of the sys-
tem, organization or department. However, many threats areperformed from the inside of today’s storage networks.
Therefore, additional security means are needed to preventagainst unauthorized access to confidential data. The most
effective method to deal with this threat is strong data encryption.

However, real-time encryption of high-volume informationthat should be accessed with high-performance is very
challenging. In fact, it cannot be performed by the application servers because it is computation-intensive and would
consume too much computing resources the on application server. Moreover, the encryption/decryption performance
possible to get basing on software solutions would not be enough for real-life data-intensive applications. To deal with
this encryption performance issues, hardware-based or mixed, i.e. software-hardware-based encryption solutions can
be used [11]. Hardware-based solutions (e.g. from Decru [5], NeoScale [10] consist of security appliances connected
to the storage network (see Figure 12). The data are cipheredon the way from the application server to the storage
device. Security appliance may be connected ’in parallel’ to the FC switch or put ’in-line’ between the host and the
network or between the network and the storage device (see Figure 12). For high-availability reasons, a typical setup
consists of two appliances connected to the SAN infrastructure (not shown in the Figure).

Mixed solutions (hardware- and software-based) can be deployed on different levels of data abstraction (see Fig-
ure 12), allowing to encrypt whole disk partitions, filesystems, selected files or directories, or even selected database
tables or fields (e.g. Ingrian Networks’ DataSecure Platform [9]). They typically use the hardware-based security
servers or appliances along with software agents installedin application servers, e.g. Vormetric CoreGuard [12], and
optionally specialized PCI cards for servers acting as encryption offload engines.

1Chairman of SNIA’s Storage Security Information Forum.
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Figure 12: In-band, hardware-based (left) and mixed (right) security appliances in FCS systems [5, 9, 12].

However, even these specialized encryption solutions havesome limitations related mainly to performance is-
sues, scope of their possible usage, costs and administration overheads connected to them. While encryption appli-
ance/solutions suppliers claim that their appliances operate ’at wire speed’ (e.g. Decru saying that their DataFort
operate ’at multi-gigabit speed’, NeoScale claiming that CryptoStor FC Disk supports up to 4Gbit/s traffic), their
actual performance is unclear - some consulting companies even state that ”encryption is an interesting option, but
mainly for tape” [14].

Overall, one may suppose that encryption appliances can be abottleneck in the FCS system, especially if they
are used to encrypt everything – not only selected, limited amounts of data. The source cited before [14] says that:
”real-time encryption of everything at line speed is very rare.” In order to widen the range of encrypted data, mixed,
software-hardware solutions can be used. At the cost of an increased load in the application servers (5-10%) for agent-
based solutions), applying encryption at higher data abstraction levels allows to define which data should actually be
encrypted with high fine-granularity. For instance, it is possible to limit the encryption to selected volumes, files,
records or database tables or fields. However, the actual degradation of the performance of data accesses caused by
encryption is again not clear.

An important advantage of mixed solutions is that the data are encrypted before getting into SAN. On the other
hand, mixed solutions are operating system-dependent, andcan be available only for a limited scope of platforms or
applications.

Some sources (e.g. [14]) suggest that the costs of the encryption-based security solutions can be very high. Perfor-
mance demands may force FCS system owners to use multiple encryption engines per system or even per application
or application host. High-availability requirements may impose redundancy of encryption appliances. Therefore, the
total cost of the encryption solutions may constitute a significant factor of the total cost of the storage system – prices
for a single security appliance start from $30,000 (e.g. Decru, Neoscale ’boxes’).

Another issue connected with employment of encryption in FCS is the administration overhead related to key
management and the risk of the key loss that would make the encrypted data useless. This process can be maintained
manually; however, this solution is costly, requires special staff training, and is human mistake-prone. This process
may also be supported by the key management solution, added to the encryption system or available as an external,
independent product. Such solutions typically support forkeys backup, archiving and recovery using robust, secure
mechanisms, e.g. a hardware-supported mechanism that requires a quorum of recovery smart cards to perform any cru-
cial recovery functions (see [6, 7]). Note however that key management systems come at some considerable additional
costs, composed of the system purchase, maintenance and staff training costs.

Finally, an important problem related to the employment of encryption systems in FCS is their mutual compatibil-
ity. Experts suggest (see [8]) that the encryption products’are designed using standard encryption algorithms, but the
way they’re applied is different, so there’s no interoperability among various products. This may result in binding the
users to a single vendor solution and complications of the migration between products.

Summing up, multiple security techniques for FCS systems are available. Native techniques for traffic separa-
tion, access control and secure management provide a considerable level of security, limited to the protection against
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potential threats coming from the external sources (from the organization or system point of view). More advanced,
non-native encryption techniques are also available, and are believed to be an effective defense means against the
confidential data thefts. However, ’industry analysts and consultants see three (...) obstacles to widespread storage
encryption (...): cost, latency and key management’ [14].

2.4 Management / flexibility

In everyday practice, the possibility to exploit the features of a storage system and its components strongly depends
on the management techniques and tools available in the system. Sometimes advanced management techniques, such
arbitrary partitioning and combining of a physical space invirtual volumes or presenting the illusion of a virtual
volume that is available 24x7 in the presence of failures, isreferred to as storage virtualization.

In general, virtualization provides logical abstractionsof the physical storage available in the system by hiding the
complexity and details of the storage infrastructure from applications. Three basic types of virtualization mechanisms
are distinguished by the part of the systems in which they areimplemented: host-side (software installed on client
nodes), network-side (SAN switches, virtualization appliances) and storage-side (software/hardware embedded in
the storage devices). Each of them has some advantages and disadvantages which we do not discuss here. The
current trend is to move most virtualization features to thenetwork, for technical (essentially, the network has a global
view of the system, which is not easily possible at either theserver or the controller side) and marketing reasons
(standardization).

2.4.1 Management techniques for FCS components

Management tools for FCS systems cover the network components as well as data storage devices, server hosts, and the
data itself. FCS systems components can be controlled through interactive, graphical (Web, Java) and text (telnet, ssh,
serial console) interfaces. They can also generate asynchronous alerts (event-triggered SNMP traps, emails, SMSs) to
inform system administrators about critical events.

Fabric: Specific management techniques for FC switches enable control and monitoring over their important
parameters, e.g. switch ports setup, trunking configuration, fabric routing, zoning, name services and FC protocol-level
features. Important mechanisms in FC fabrics is Name Services that provide translation between world-wide names
(WWNs) and symbolic node names (human readable). Monitoring mechanisms available for FC switches include
basic event logging and reporting as well as performance monitoring and analysis that can be applied to particular
ports, zones and other components and may cover their load, usage and efficiency. A practical feature available in
FC fabrics is the single access point for management. It is important especially in complex setups, since it enables
administrators to manage a whole fabric through a single Ethernet or serial connection to one of the fabric switches
and to have the complete picture of a fabric state, settings,and performance.

Important mechanisms that are related to fabric managementare the Fabric Login mechanism, i.e. ’the process by
which a Fibre Channel node establishes a logical connectionto a fabric switch’ [19] and the State Change Notification,
i.e. an FC switch mechanism that allows notification to registered nodes if a change occurs to other specified nodes
[19]. These mechanisms are run automatically by FC switchesand nodes (and thus are not user-driven), but they are
explained here since they are referred in some points of thispaper that concern FCS management issues.

Matrices: Management tools for disk matrices are used for two main purposes: to control the arrangement of the
logical data volumes on the physical devices (RAID and LUN management) and to setup and monitor parameters of
matrix controller operation; in particular:

• RAID: Management tools allow to define RAID volumes as well as re-configure them during the system oper-
ation (e.g. grow, expand). Typical parameters are: RAID level, RAID stripe size, the default owner for a given
RAID (i.e. which controller), spare assignment mode, hot spare disks selection, and RAID rebuild process
settings.

• LUNs: Matrix management tools support setup and control over logical volumes (LUNs): creation, mapping
them to hosts or host groups and changing their parameters such as mapping, LUN masks, or even size during the
volume life-cycle. Application servers can use e.g. the LUNgrow feature to dynamically scale their file-system
size.

• Controllers: Management tools allow to control the controllers’ collaboration mode (e.g. active-active vs.
active-passive), their settings related to the front-end network ports (link speed, frame size) and management
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network interface(s) (IP addresses, alarms/traps). Additionally, monitoring features cover the load and perfor-
mance of logical and physical resources (LUNs, RAIDs, CPUs,caches, disk drives) as well as detection of
controller failures etc.

• Controllers’ cache memory: Matrix management tools provide means to optimize caching efficiency – it is
possible to set the cache stripe size, write mode (write-back or write-through), cache management policies
(for random, sequential, mixed access patterns, etc); settings may apply to the whole cache memory or to the
particular cache partitions (in selected products); cachepartitions can be dedicated to selected client machines
or logical volumes.

Overall, although vendor-specific management tools achieve some level of functionality, there is no universal
management platform for FCS systems that are built of heterogeneous components (exception is SMI-S - discussed
in the next point). This makes management of heterogeneous FCS systems complicated and costly, and the actual
scalability of the system hard to achieve.

Management is sometimes further complicated by limitations that are not known upfront: in addition to ’hard’
limits known upfront, e.g. provided by device manufacturers, FCS systems are sometimes subject to ’soft’ limits,
which are not known a priori. Such constrains are related to the amount of control data that is maintained during
system operation or exchanged during network (re)configuration: network size, topology, zoning, name services. This
may limit not only the configuration options but also system performance, reliability, availability, and predictability.
For instance, making changes in switch configurations requires recalculation of the fabric routing tables and, in a
complex topology, I/O traffic can be paused for that reason for extended periods of time, resulting in failing I/O
requests (timeouts).

In particular, management becomes extremely challenging in large FCS systems that span multiple geographic
locations. Maintaining data consistent and available in such systems is further complicated by delays introduced by
network links and the load of switch CPUs that need to be takeninto account.

2.4.2 General FCS management issues

Basic management and virtualization features in FCS are already present and proved to be working. They allow to
setup and control basic configuration settings of FCS components and the interconnection network. Similarly, the
native FCS virtualization features allow to slice storage (into volumes, partition etc.) and aggregate storage (e.g.
into RAID structures), but their flexibility is limited. Moreover, non-native virtualization techniques are available as
software- or hardware-based solutions. At some considerable additional costs they provide more advanced features
like: virtual volumes (e.g. spanning multiple matrix controllers), snapshots, versioning, compression and encryption.

However, a still unsolved issue concerning management and virtualization in FCS is the lack of standardized, inte-
grated, cross-vendor approach to these problems. Several existing management tools are limited to a given parts/areas
of the system (e.g. separate tool for management of matrix and FC switches), a given level of the system layers and
data abstraction (e.g. physical disk drive, RAID/LUN) or simply a given vendor’s products. Similarly, several vir-
tualization techniques often provide different levels of abstraction of the resources and due to this fact their mutual
compatibility is limited.

Fortunately, some standardization efforts are made in order to solve this problem. The Storage Networking In-
dustry Association (SNIA) [17] drives the Storage Management Initiative (SMI) that provides the SMI Specification
(SMI-S) [15] addressing issues connected with multi-vendor storage system management. The first version of SMI-S
covers disk matrices, FC switches, clients hosts, HBAs and volume managers [16]. ’Support for (...) host-based con-
trollers, storage enclosures, (...) file system quotas, volume protection and consistency management for snapshot and
replication management (...) are expected to be included infuture releases of the SMI-S standard’ [20].

An important fact is that SMI-S has been designated and ISO and IEC standard ’This designation is expected to
further accelerate the (...) adoption of the standard by storage vendors and IT users (...)’ [20]. Note that beside the
SMI-S standard development, SNIA drives SMI-S specification Conformance Testing Program [18], in which many
big market players participate (e.g. Brocade, Cisco, IBM, EMC, Emulex, HP, Network Appliance, Qlogic, Quantum,
Hitachi Data Systems). This fact promises growing adoptionof the SNIA standards and in consequence solving the
compatibility problems of management and virtualization tools and techniques in FCS. However, this requires some
time (perhaps years) of vendor-SNIA collaboration.

However, despite the existence of standards and establishment of various management tools for FCS systems in
commercial (mission-critical) applications, guaranteeing service level agreements (SLAs) in complex FCS setups is
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still challenging. Depending on the FCS architecture, multiple users and applications may share many FCS resources,
including HBAs, switches, ports, links, storage controllers, caches, and disk drives. Overloading any resource in the
I/O path may degrade performance for all applications usingthe same path or parts of it. Although logical separation of
FCS networks and systems is possible, e.g. using zones or vSANs, it only addresses part of the problem – the physical
resources are still shared by logical system partitions. Overall, the only method for providing strong, per-application
guarantees for performance, availability, reliability, and security is to either use dedicated FCS systems or apply full
component redundancy along with careful system design, employment and testing. But, all of these techniques incur
prohibitive costs.

Automating management of FCS systems can significantly reduce associated costs. Certain management oper-
ations can be automated, e.g. using Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) systems or Information Life-cycle
Management (ILM) concepts, but there is still no complete solution for data management automation.

The Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) system allocates storage media to data objects (files) basing on
usage policies, mainly related to data capacity and data object’s usage statistics. For instance, large and rarely used
files may be automatically moved to ’lower’ layers of the hierarchical systems, e.g. from high-end FC disks to near-
line SATA disks-based storage or from disk storage to a tape library. They may be then recalled to a ’higher’ level of
the hierarchy in case of user access to the data or because of apre-defined policy, e.g. for media defragmentation or
periodic media checks.

More complete data management concepts, known as Information Life-cycle Management (ILM) aim in applying
management policies to data objects at the different stagesof the data objects’ life-cycle. This approach includes
automatic assignment of media (and thus devices) to data objects that may be based on the data type, data source as
well as usage, performance, failure statistics of data object and/or media. ILM approach considers data objects’ status
changes such as data creation, relocation, archiving, backup, restoring, enabling/disabling of data sharing, replacement
of hardware/software components of the system, data deletion, expiration, etc. Data movement between media can
be triggered by these events or by occurrence of other conditions, such as exceeding certain usage or failure-rate
thresholds.

HSM and ILM concepts provide a certain level of data management automation. However, the scope of automation
is still limited. HSMs cover only a limited scope of activities related to data and media management. Moreover,
typically they have static setups based on the user-provided policies. The ILM approach is more complete, but in fact
it is more in a conceptual stage than ready to put into practice. According to some sources [21], ’too many pieces of
the solution, like data classification’ are still missing. Although some ILM products are available, they address a very
limited scope of the ILM concept.

Overall, although storage system and data management automation is a vital need of organizations, FCS system
owners, managers and end-users, there is still no complete,cross-vendor-compatible, flexible and cost-effective solu-
tions.

2.5 Spatial density and power consumption

The demand from end-users and organizations demands concerning data capacity grow constantly. This results in the
increase of the required IT rooms surface or in increasing the spatial density of storage systems. Therefore, the spatial
density and power consumption of storage systems significantly impact their costs of ownership.

Currently, FCS products can enclose up to 16 disks and 2 controller modules in a single 3U chassis. Using 500
GByte SATA II disks, the spatial density of data is 8TBytes/3U. With usage of 750 GByte disks, the density reaches
12TBytes/3U. 1 TByte drives are announced for the mid of year2007, so the spatial data density is going to reach the
value of 16TBytes/3U very soon.

In terms of power consumption, the most demanding components are disks. Table 4 shows the typical values
of electrical power of disk drives. A general rule is that thehigher rotation speeds of disks, the higher the power
consumption in the idle mode (no read/write operations, only disks spinning). Power consumption during seeks and
under the workload also follows this rule (but this results mainly from more powerful electronics in faster spinning
drives).

Power consumption of disk matrices in FC is the product of thepower needs of controllers, disk units and enclo-
sures. Example ’nominal’ power rates of matrix building blocks are shown in Table 5. In some disk matrices, the
matrix controllers are contained in separate enclosure(s). In such configurations, the disk expansion chassis does not
contain any matrix controllers. In other matrices, disk controllers are put together with disks into controllers/disks
enclosures and another disk expansion enclosures are connected to this controller/disks unit.
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Disk drive type Idle power [W] Low workload [W] High workload [W]
FC 15k RPM 8.3 – 14.8 8.8 – 15.5 12.3 – 18.6
FC 10k RPM 6.8 – 11.7 4.7 – 12.0 7.0 – 15.6
SATA 7.2k RPM 7.4 – 8.9 7.6 – 9.1 9.3 – 12.1

Table 4: Power consumption of disk FC and SATA disk drives [3].

FCS module Power [W]
Disk controller enclosure 200-400
FC disk expansion enclosure 400-500
FC disk enclosure with controllers 430-570
SATA disk expansion enclosure 300-450
SATA disk enclosure with controllers 350-490

Table 5: Example nominal power rates of disk matrix components.

The power required for the interconnect is significantly smaller compared to disk drives. Typical values for FC
connectivity devices are shown in the Table 6.

Switch type average [W] max [W]
32-port switches 80 120
64-port switches 175 300
128-port directors 320 480
256-port directors 600 750

Table 6: Example values of power consumption of FC switches [4].

For instance, let us consider the 56 TByte-capable FCS storage system, based on 112 SATA disk drives (500
GBytes each) would have nominal capacity of about 2100-3150Watts (assuming the usage of one controller enclosure
and 7 SATA disk expansion enclosures). In addition, two FC switches (redundant configuration) would require about
240 Watts. This would make a total power consumption of the system about 2400-3400 Watts. Its spatial capacity
is 25U (i.e. 7x3U+1x2U+2x1U=25U), so its spatial data density is about 2,24 TBytes/U (i.e. 56 TBytes/25U). The
power density of the system is 96-136 W/U (Watts per 1U).

As a sumary, thanks to ongoing improvements in the electronics manufacturing technology, spatial data density in
storage systems grows constantly. At the same time, the power consumption of these electronic devices is optimized,
e.g. 750 GByte disk SATA drive has similar power consumptionto 500GByte drive, while providing more storage
capacity. Overall, this makes it possible to store more datausing a given IT room surface and a given amount of
electric power.

Without improvements of hard drive capacity, increasing the spatial and power density of the storage system
would face serious practical limits. Possible savings gained by increasing the spatial density of storage devices could
be wasted by growing costs of the IT room surface. Room surface cost would increase because of higher power density
of the devices – the increased power density in turn requiresmore advanced cooling technology, and thus increases
the actual costs of IT room square meter.

2.6 Cost issues

Costs are an important aspect of the storage system, since they can limit the actual availability of storage solutions to
organizations. Costs of the FCS system should be consideredin two aspects: acquisition (purchase) and maintenance
(management) cost.

The purchase cost of FCS is composed of two factors: SAN network and storage resources. Storage network costs
are about 10-15 KEuro for a midrange 32-port SAN switch (4 Gbits/s technology) and 0,8-1,2 Euro per client FC
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HBA card. Storage resource costs depend mainly on the kind ofdisks drives used in the matrices. SATA disk-based
matrices in redundant configuration (2 controllers, redundant back-end links) cost about 50 KEuro per 20 TBytes (=
2,5 KEuro/TByte). Fibre Channel disk-based matrices in theredundant setup have price 1,5-2 times higher, so their
cost ratio is about 3,75-5 KEuro/TByte.

Post-warranty service and maintenance cost for FCS components in 5/12 mode (it means that you can report
failures 5 days a week, during 12 working hours) is about 15% of the system purchase price per year. This cost
must typically be paid after three years from purchase. Higher-class maintenance programs may be even twice more
expensive than 5/12 programs. Thus, the maintenance costs of a large FCS system can form a significant factor of the
total cost of ownership of this infrastructure.

Next, we examine in more detail the total cost of FCS systems from three viewpoints: cost vs. capacity, cost vs.
number of servers assuming a constant total capacity, and cost vs. number of severs assuming a constant capacity per
server.

Table 7 and Figure 13 show the purchase and maintenance cost of FCS systems for different capacities and 8 server
hosts. The analysis uses matrices with a capacity of 56 TBytes each and 32- or 64-port switches.

Total TBytes 56 112 224 336 448 672 896 1120 1344
Matrices 1 2 4 6 8 12 16 20 24
Switches 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
-port switches 32 32 32 32 32 64 64 64 64
usage of switches 0,31 0,38 0,50 0,63 0,75 0,50 0,63 0,75 0,88
cost of matrices (SATA) 80 160 320 480 640 960 1280 1600 1920
cost of matrices (FC) 160 320 640 960 1280 1920 2560 3200 3840
cost of switches 25 25 25 25 25 44 44 44 44
cost of HBAs 12,8 12,8 12,8 12,8 12,8 12,8 12,8 12,8 12,8
total cost (SATA) [KEuro] 118 198 358 518 678 1 017 1 337 1 657 1 977
total cost (FC) [KEuro] 198 358 678 998 1 318 1 977 2 617 3 257 3 897
per TByte (SATA) [KEuro] 2,1 1,8 1,6 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5
per TByte (FC) [KEuro] 3,5 3,2 3,0 3,0 2,9 2,9 2,9 2,9 2,9
yearly maint. per TB (SATA)
[KEuro]

0,3 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2

yearly maint. per TB (FC)
[KEuro]

0,5 0,5 0,5 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,4

Table 7: Purchase and maintenance cost of FCS systems for varying capacity and fixed number of clients.
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Figure 13: Purchase and maintenance cost of FCS systems for varying capacity and fixed number of clients.

We see that costs scale nearly linearly with capacity. However, the entry-level cost even for a small FCS installation
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is quite high – even a low capacity system must contain host HBA(s), FC switches (at least two for redundancy), and
matrix or matrices with redundant controllers. Also, depending on system capacity it may be preferable to use FC
switches with higher port counts, since the switch unit costscales linearly with the number of ports in the system and
they do not require inter-switch links.

Table 8 and Figure 14 examine the total cost of the system as the number of servers increases, but given a fixed
total capacity of 1344 TBytes (24x56 TByte matrices). The calculations assume that 96 ports are used for matrix-to-
switch connectivity. Note that a higher number of switches requires more ports to be used for switch interconnection
purposes. The calculations are based on a mesh topology.

Client hosts 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
Switches (64-ports) 4 4 4 4 8 12 24 48
total ports 256 256 256 256 512 768 1536 3072
ports needed for host connectivity 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048
ports used as interconnects 12 12 12 12 56 132 552 2256
usage of switches 0,44 0,5 0,63 0,88 0,69 0,79 0,73 0,70
cost of matrices (SATA) [KEuro] 1 920 1 920 1 920 1 920 1 920 1 920 1 920 1 920
cost of matrices (FC) [KEuro] 3 840 3 840 3 840 3 840 3 840 3 840 3 840 3 840
cost of switches [KEuro] 88,0 88,0 88,0 88,0 176,0 264,0 528,0 1 056,0
cost of HBAs [KEuro] 12,8 25,6 51,2 102,4 204,8 409,6 819,2 1 638,4
total cost (SATA) [KEuro] 2 020 2 034 2 059 2 110 2 301 2 593 3 267 4 614
total cost (FC) [KEuro] 3 940 3 954 3 979 4 030 4 221 4 513 5 187 6 534
cost per TByte (SATA) [KEuro] 1,50 1,51 1,53 1,57 1,71 1,93 2,43 3,43
cost per TByte (FC) [KEuro] 2,93 2,94 2,96 3,00 3,14 3,36 3,86 4,86
yearly maint. per TB (SATA) [KEuro] 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,24 0,26 0,29 0,36 0,52
yearly maint. per TB (FC) [KEuro] 0,44 0,44 0,44 0,45 0,47 0,50 0,58 0,73

Table 8: Total cost of the FCS system for varying number of servers and fixed total capacity.
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Figure 14: Total cost of the FCS system for varying number of clients and fixed total capacity.

We see that the purchase and maintenance costs scale linearly with a growing number of clients. Note however
that in the above simulation, besides the storage capacity,the amount of the other resources of each storage device also
remains constant. They include ports, controllers, processing and memory resources of the controllers etc. Thus, the
fraction of resources available for each client becomes smaller with a growing number of clients. This may degrade
performance.

The cost analysis in Table 9 and Figure 15 eliminates this problem and scales storage device resources available
to each server. In this case we assume that each server has a dedicated capacity of 7TBytes. We use 64-port switches
interconnected in a mesh topology and each matrix has a capacity of 56TBytes.
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Client hosts 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
total TBytes 56 112 224 448 896 1 792 3 584 7 168
matrices 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
switches 2 2 2 4 8 12 24 48
-port switches 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64
total ports 128 128 128 256 512 768 1 536 3 072
ports used as interconnects 2 2 2 12 56 132 552 2 256
ports used for matrix connectivity 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512
ports needed for host connectivity 16 32 64 128 256 512 1 024 2 048
usage of switches 0,16 0,31 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,83 0,83 0,83
cost of matrices (SATA) [KEuro] 80 160 320 640 1 280 2 560 5 120 10 240
cost of matrices (FC) [KEuro] 160 320 640 1 280 2 560 5 120 10 240 20 480
cost of switches [KEuro] 44,0 44,0 44,0 88,0 176,0 264,0 528,0 1 056,0
cost of HBAs [KEuro] 12,8 25,6 51,2 102,4 204,8 409,6 819,2 1 638,4
total cost (SATA) [KEuro] 137 230 415 830 1 661 3 234 6 467 12 934
total cost (FC) [KEuro] 217 390 735 1 470 2 941 5 794 11 587 23 174
cost per TByte (SATA) [KEuro] 2,4 2,1 1,9 1,9 1,9 1,8 1,8 1,8
cost per TByte (FC) [KEuro] 3,9 3,5 3,3 3,3 3,3 3,2 3,2 3,2
cost per client (SATA) [KEuro] 17,1 14,4 13,0 13,0 13,0 12,6 12,6 12,6
cost per client (FC) [KEuro] 27,1 24,3 23,0 23,0 23,0 22,6 22,6 22,6
yearly maint. per TB (SATA) [KEuro] 0,4 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3
yearly maint. per TB (FC) [KEuro] 0,6 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5

Table 9: Total cost of the FCS system for varying number of clients and fixed per host capacity.

We see that the shape of the per-TByte and per-server cost curves is similar and almost flat. The per-unit cost is
close to constant above a certain level of storage system capacity (more than 224 TBytes) and above a certain number
of servers (more that 32). However, for small capacities (less than 224 TBytes) and small numbers of servers (less
than 32) the per-unit cost is higher due to the cost of high port-density switches used in the analysis.

Overall, an important problem concerning FCS system cost isthat the total cost of the system with a given capacity
compared to the cost of the disks drives that are needed to provide the same capacity is very high. For instance,
assuming the usage of 500 GByte SATA disks, the per-TByte cost of the SATA-based FCS system is 6-8 times bigger
than the cost of disk drives that provide the same capacity. Assuming the usage of 300 GByte FC drives, this relation
is between 1,5-2x, but the total cost of the FC drives-based system is much higher – in the considered example FC
drives-based system would be 6 times more expensive that SATA drives-based.

3 Typical FCS configurations

FCS systems are typically designed for specific applications and user needs. In this section we present typical con-
figurations of FCS systems suitable for typical applicationareas or storage systems. Next we briefly discuss specific
application needs and how FCS features can be used to meet these needs.

3.1 Temporary storage for high-end computing

Some applications require temporary, ’scratch’ volumes ofconsiderable capacity, bigger than provided by internal
resources of computing/application server. For that purpose disk resources of FCS systems can be used. Usually,
the most important features of temporary space is capacity and throughput, whereas availability and security are
not important concerns. Reliability of temporary data may be important for long running computations that use
checkpoints and do not want to restart the computation in case of data corruption. Finally, we should note that
availability may be important for computations that are required to finish within a specific time budget, e.g. short-term
weather prediction. A detailed discussion of the application requirements and configuration setting suitable for them
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Figure 15: Total cost of the FCS system for varying number of clients and fixed per host capacity.

is presented in Table 10.

Requirements Impor-
tance

Configuration

(1) high capacity: High Capacity depends on the application and host requirements
(2) high performance
(general):

High RAID0 or RAID5 for high throughput (+ mixes: 1+0, 5+0 if allowed by the
budget). At least two controllers per volume.

(2a) for seq. I/O
or for random I/O

High FS block size, RAID stripe size and cache management policy tuned on
per-application or per-host basis.
+ block size medium (e.g. 64 KByte)

(3) storage reliability Medium-
Low

RAID0, no additional considerations for redundancy. Cachewrite: write-
back for higher performance.

(4) high availability Medium-
Low

Multiple network links, HBAs, switches, matrix controllers, RAID5 instead
RAID0 if availability is important (to assure continuous operation).

(5) security Low Temporary volume – normally for exclusive use, no security problems.
(6) management /
virtualization

Low No special techniques used (capacity requirements constant or changes only
in case of server upgrade)

(7) sharing Low Exclusive access directly at the block level (local volume mount). Access
through a shared filesystem not optimal – performance and security issues
would arise.

(8) costs High Costs depends on assumptions/requirements:
- if very high IOPS is required large number of disk drives should be used
- if not, costs depend on the RAID structure type used

Table 10: FCS configuration for temporary storage in high-end computing.

As an example, Gaussian [22] is an application used in computational chemistry calculating energies and vibration
frequencies in molecular structures. Temporary space in FCS is used to store intermediate results of computations
(checkpoints) therefore the temporary volume must supportfor storage reliability. A sample configuration for Gaussian
is: a 0.5 TByte FCS volume on an IBM FAStT 700 disk matrix, configured using RAID5 composed of 16 low-capacity,
high-performanceFC drives (73 GBytes, 10K RPM Seagate FC drives ). RAID5 segments are 64 KBytes and the cache
management policy is set to automatic. The compute server running Gaussian is an SGI Origin 3800 with 96 R12000
400MHz CPUs (76,8 GFLOPS peak) and 72 GBytes of main memory. The server is connected to the FCS system
using two Qlogic QL2310 FC 2-Gbits/s interfaces. This configuration achieves a maximum of 160 MBytes/s sustained
throughput and guarantees link redundancy. However, in this particular setup the matrix is shared by many servers.
Perhaps, better throughput could be achieved if matrix was in an exclusive access mode.
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3.2 Generic file-system

A generic file-system is one of the most popular applicationsfor FCS systems. The main requirements are high
capacity, good performance, high reliability and availability. Performance expectations depend on the kind of files
stored in the file system and the applications used. Data access optimization techniques should match the type of
traffic generated in the file system, e.g. large or small files and sequential or random accesses. In most cases cache
management policies are optimized for either mixed or only random accesses; in practice, even if the majority of
applications running over a disk volume access the data in a sequential way, the overall traffic generated on the volume
has a mixed or random access pattern. This is especially truefor multi-process and multi-user computing environments.
Optimizations for sequential data accesses are typically limited to appropriate read-ahead cache settings. Sharing
setups require some special solutions to avoid non-privileged, intentional, or accidental data access or modification.
Such situations require administrators to be very careful when introducing shared FCS solutions. Depending on the
implementation, shared FCS solutions can be error-prone and may complicate management of the storage system
instead of making it easier.

A detailed discussion of the application requirements and configuration setting suitable for them is presented in
Table 11.

Requirements Impor-
tance

Configuration

(1) high capacity: High Disk volume of multiple TBytes.
(2) high performance
(general):

High RAID5 for good throughput.

(2a) for seq. I/O
and random I/O

Low
High

FS block size and RAID stripe size medium. Cache management policy:
for mixed access. Write cache mode: write-back (writes to cache don’t
have to be immediately done on media) in order to speed up dataaccess
operations (from the point of view of user/application). Block size – tuned
for the block size of the filesystem (e.g. 16KBytes, 32KBytes); e.g. if many
small files stored in the system – should be smaller; if majority of the files
is big/large – should be bigger.

(3) storage reliability High RAID5 for ’normal’ data block redundancy, RAID6, RAID5+1 for higher
redundancy
+ backup/archive run on that volume.

(4) high availability High Multiple network links, HBAs, switches, matrix controllers, RAID6 instead
RAID5 if big disks are used and availability is crucial (shorter sparing time,
lower risk of outage because of two drives failed at the same time).

(5) security Medium For local volume with exclusive access – no security problems since secu-
rity provided on FS level. If sharing enabled – issues arise...

(6) management /
virtualization

Medium Non-disruptive volume grow feature and RAID level change useful. On-
the-fly operations useful or needed (depending on applications run on that
volume).

(7) sharing Low If exclusive access to volume, at the block level (local volume mount) – no
problem. Sharing:
- through a file-server that mounts the FCS volume and exportsit to clients,
e.g. through NFS: pros: easy sharing between multiple client hosts, cons:
centralization, performance
– by mounting disk volume locally + sharing techniques; pros: perfor-
mance, architecture simplicity; cons: issues arise for sharing, e.g. known
solutions lead to centralization or require locking (performance bottleneck)

(8) costs High Costs strongly depends on capacity and performance, availability, redun-
dancy requirements of a given application.

Table 11: FCS configuration for generic file systems.

An example application is the storage of home directories for the users of a PC cluster. These directories are
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accessed from 300 cluster nodes through the NFS server that exports 1 TByte the volume defined in the IBM FAStT
disk matrix (RAID 5). Average throughput gained from the volume observed in the matrix performance monitor is
about 70 MBytes/sec. Sharing is provided by the NFS server. Again, in this setup the matrix is shared by many other
application servers (beside the NFS server). Therefore, one may suppose that higher throughput could be gained if the
matrix was used exclusively.

3.3 Database

Databases are perhaps the most demanding applications in terms of storage system performance, reliability, and avail-
ability. Performance-wise, the most important metric thatstorage systems must optimize is the number of I/O opera-
tions per second (IOPS). The majority of database operations require access to small and often dispersed data blocks.
Such random access operations include both data operationsbut also indexing, logging, journaling and backup/restore.
High IOPS demand is the reason why the most demanding database systems run over high-end disk matrices, often
used exclusively by the database. These disk systems are typically equipped with high-end matrix controllers with
powerful storage processors, large caches, and advanced tuning and configuration features. These matrices typically
use a large number of small disk drives with high rotational speeds and low seek times. This allows for distributing
delay-sensitive data traffic over a large number of drives. Adetailed discussion of the application requirements and
configuration settings suitable for them are presented in Table 12.

Requirements Impor-
tance

Configuration

(1) high capacity: Low Disk volume of multiple TBytes.
(2) high performance
(general):

High RAID5 for good throughput.

(2a) for seq. I/O Low -
(2b) random I/O High FS block size and RAID stripe size small-medium. Cache management pol-

icy: for random access. Huge cache useful. Write cache mode:Write-back
for better performance + hardware cache protection (e.g. battery protected
cache, cache vaulting). If no hardware cache protection then write-through
cache mode used (but may cause performance problems).

(3) storage reliability High RAID5, RAID6, RAID5+1 (or even RAID1) for data block redundancy+
backup/archive run on DB level or snapshot/mirroring mechanisms.

(4) high availability High Multiple network links, HBAs, switches, matrix controllers, RAID6 instead
of RAID5 if availability is crucial (shorter sparing time).

(5) security Low Typically local+exclusive volume mount – no security problems. Extra
data confidentiality may be assured by DB-level mechanism orvirtualiza-
tion/ciphering box in FCS.

(6) management /
virtualization

Medium Volume grow feature useful (+ non-disruptive grow useful).

(7) sharing Low -
(8) costs Medium-

High
May be very high since high IOPS may require big number of diskdrives.
High-redundant types of RAID structures (RAID6, RAID5+1, RAID1) may
further increase the costs.

Table 12: FCS configuration for databases.

3.4 Backup and Archiving

Backup/archive applications require large capacity and sequential access performance. As an example, performing
backup copies of a portal services database PSNC uses a 0,5 TByte volume, configured within RAID5 structure. The
volume consists of 30 FC drives (146 GBytes per drive, 10K RPM) with a total RAID capacity of 3,8 TBytes. The
measured throughput is up to 180 MBytes/s of backup traffic observed in case of simultaneous backups from multiple
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sources. Another example is the video-stream archive for security cameras. The backup system archives streams from
105 security cameras located in the same city as the archivalsystem. Cameras generate on average 1 TByte of video
stream data per day (i.e. 85 GBytes/hour, 24 MBytes/s). Video stream data are collected on a RAID5, SCSI-based
matrix and then backed up using two LTO2 tape drives and a poolof LTO2 tapes. The primary storage matrix has a
capacity of about 2 TBytes and is tuned for multiple sequential data accesses (for mixed workloads). The throughput
of the matrix is at least 2x24 MBytes/s, which is enough to collect about 1 TByte/day of data and to copy all data in
parallel to the tape subsystem. A detailed discussion of theapplication requirements and configuration setting suitable
for them is presented in Table 13.

Requirements Impor-
tance

Configuration

(1) high capacity: High Disk volume of multiple TBytes.
(2) high performance
(general):

High For Archiving: RAID5 for good throughput. For Backups: RAID5 or
RAID5+0 (mainly for high throughput of temporary volumes).

(2a) for seq. I/O High Cache management policy: for sequential access (long-termstorage vol-
umes) or for mixed/random access (temporary backup pools).Cache size
not crucial. Write cache mode: write-back + cache protection mechanisms
(backups mainly) or write-through. Block size should be bigand tuned with
source or temporary filesystem block size.

(2b) random I/O Low -
(3) storage reliability High RAID5, RAID6, RAID5+1, RAID1 for data block redundancy, depending

on performance, redundancy requirements and the budget available.
(4) high availability Low -
(5) security High If local volume mount – no security problems. If sharing (popular ap-

proach) – issues arise... Data confidentiality may be assured by virtual-
ization/ciphering box in FCS.

(6) management /
virtualization

High Volume grow feature useful.

(7) sharing Low Shared configuration is popular (e.g. backup/archive client machine shares
the volume with computing/application server in order to make the backups
server-free).

(8) costs Medium Costs may be optimized by usage of appropriate media hierarchy – faster
and more expensive media for primary storage, slower – cheaper to archival
storage.

Table 13: FCS configuration for backup and archive applications.

4 From Fiber-Channel-based to Cluster=Based Networked Storage

4.1 Scalability

4.1.1 Connectivity

One of the main advantages of CNS systems is expected to be theuse of scalable, commodity interconnects both for
storage and client nodes. Such networks have been demonstrated to scale very well to thousands of nodes at affordable
costs. Furthermore new emerging 10Gbps Ethernet networking switches, feature path failover functionality, similar to
FCS, but at a cost that is constantly dropping [25]. Today, system area networks use topologies such as fat trees and
Clos that scale to thousands of nodes.

4.1.2 Capacity

The capacity of a CNS system depends on the maximum capacity of the interconnects used. This specifies the max-
imum number of storage nodes in the system as well as the maximum number of clients that may access the storage
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system. Today, a storage node may host up to 32-48 disks [27] resulting in 10s of TBytes per storage node. Given that
modern commodity interconnects can scale to thousands of nodes, CNS can practically scale to very large numbers
of disks and 100s of PBytes. Finally, adding more clients to aCNS system corresponds to adding more nodes in the
interconnect used by the system.

4.1.3 Processing and Memory

CNS allows both memory and processing resources to scale. Storage nodes can be equipped with one or two CPUs
and large amounts of memory without significant increases inbase system cost, since this is commodity hardware.

4.1.4 Throughput

Disk-Controller: CNS can scale disk-controller throughput by varying the number of disks in each storage node. In
general it is expected that each storage node will contain/host/hold a small number of disk controllers (1-4) with each
controller holding a small number of disks (2-16). This provides a wide range of options in scaling the disk-controller
throughput in each installation.Controller-Network and Client-Network: CNS storage nodes use 1-2 network links
to connect to the system interconnect (1 or 10 Gigabit Ethernet, Myrinet, Infiniband). The maximum number of links
that may be used depends on the bandwidth available in the internal storage node paths. Modern storage nodes can
have I/O buses that are able to achieve throughput at the level of 40 Gbits/s full duplex, e.g. two slots of 8x PCI-
Express. However, data may have to be staged in the main memory while being transferred from disk to the network
(or vice versa). Thus, CNS storage nodes can support multiple network links, e.g. 4x1 Gigabit/s or even 2x10 Gbit/s
links.

Moreover, as both disk controllers (storage nodes) and clients connect to the system using the same commodity
interconnect, similar characteristics apply to client-network throughput scaling.

Network: One of the main advantages of CNS is that it uses a general-purpose interconnect, mainly system area
networks that have been demonstrated to scale to a large number of nodes in various application areas, e.g. high-
performance cluster computing. Although many issues related to interconnects and communication protocols that will
be used in CNS systems are not clear and are the subject of current research, these interconnects will offer significantly
more throughput and configuration flexibility at a lower costcompared to traditional FC interconnects. As the same
interconnect can be used both for controller-controller and client-controller connectivity, we expect that CNS will,in
the long-run, have better scalability characteristics compared to FCS.

4.2 Reliability / availability

The reliability of commodity hardware is steadily increasing and some recent results by Google and CMU [23, 24] in
large populations of disks indicate that drive failure rates in SCSI, FC and SATA drives are in reality close. This was
not expected from the cheap drives, compared to the much costlier FC and SCSI “enterprise” disks with their much
higher MTBFs. The papers conclude that there are little differences in failure rates, which may be an indication that
disk-independent factors, such as operating conditions, affect failure rates more than component specific factors.

Architecture-wise, a main challenge with CNS is that, unlike FCS, CNS needs to support storage volumes that span
(large numbers of) storage nodes. In FCS systems a volume is typically confined to a single storage controller. This
single controller has complete control over all accesses tovolume blocks. All accesses to this block can be ordered
and thus, it is easy to deal both with consistency issues as well as failures. Accesses to different blocks are usually
ordered and/or made atomic by mechanisms that are external to the FCS system and are usually part of the file system.

CNS, on the other hand, needs to support volumes that span multiple storage nodes (controllers). Although CNS
may be configured with volumes being confined within a single storage node, this imposes significant limitations to
how CNS may be configured and how it may adjust dynamically to the application needs. For instance, if volumes
are confined within a single storage node, they may span only alimited (and relatively small) number of disks; repli-
cated blocks may reside only within a single node, requiringreplication of all node components to achieve dual path
redundancy; accesses to disk blocks are limited to a small number of network links.

Thus although a CNS system may be configured similarly to FCS,many of the benefits of using CNS derive from
its more distributed nature and the ability to distribute volumes across storage controllers. However, this imposes
significant challenges that are the subject of current research. Fundamentally, CNS systems need to provide ordering
of accesses to distributed copies of a single block and ordering of accesses to different blocks of a volume (and their
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copies) in the presence of failures. Offering high reliability and availability in CNS systems is the topic of current
research. Today research prototypes exist for providing RAID functions across storage nodes, using erasure coding
techniques, or stronger voting techniques.

4.3 Security

CNS systems use interconnects that may perform similar access control and traffic separation as in FCS systems.
Both of these have been investigated extensively in local area networks and are currently the subject of research in
higher-end system area networks. However the main difference from FCS is that CNS interconnects and nodes tend
to be ’general-purpose’, as opposed to specialized FCS interconnects and controllers, and thus are more susceptible to
attacks. For instance, given that a CNS system may allow access to the CNS interconnect to large numbers of clients
for direct access to storage, ’illegal’ clients may obtain access to the network and thus will be able to send I/O requests
to storage nodes. Currently, given that all I/O checks are performed in traditional filesystems, storage nodes reply to all
I/O requests, providing access to raw blocks. Such problemsand their solutions are currently the subject of research.

4.4 Management / Flexibility

If a CNS system is configured to provide similar guarantees and semantics to an FCS system, then existing storage
management tools can be used on top of CNS systems. However, the real potential of CNS is to provide higher
flexibility, reliability, availability, and security compared to FCS systems. In this case management tools will also
need to adapt to the new capabilities. Moreover, given the increased capabilities of CNS systems and the increased
requirements of modern applications, it is expected that management tools should be able to automatically deal with
many of the issues that today require human operator intervention and expertise. Currently, there is very little progress
in this area and the role of future research is expected to be significant [26].

4.5 Power Consumption and Spatial Density

CNS systems are projected to use powerful, commodity CPUs ineach storage node. Today’s CPUs have high power
demands (in the order of 50-100W). Since each storage node isequipped with one or two such CPUs, CNS will
require more power than FCS, especially if storage nodes areequipped with a small number of disks. Commodity
interconnects such as Gigabit Ethernet that may be used in CNS have low power consumption. A 24-port Gigabit
Ethernet switch may typically have a maximum power consumption of about 30W. Typically, storage nodes with 10-
20 disks would be equipped with 400-500W power supplies, resulting to similar power consumption per 3U as FCS.
Similarly, we expect CNS systems to have the same characteristics as FCS in terms of spatial density.

4.6 Cost

Table 14 and Figure 16 show the cost of a CNS system, assuming storage nodes that are configured with 16 disks of
500 GBytes each and two Gigabit Ethernet interfaces with 1-2CPUs and 1GByte of main memory. Thus, a single
storage node holds 8TBytes of storage at about 4KEuro (200 Euro/disk, 800 Euro for the rest). We assume a CLOS
network topology, we do not reserve ports for client systems, we assume switches are connected to each other with a
single link, and each storage node is connected through two links/switches to the network.

Note, however, that the number used for the comparison do notinclude management costs (human administrators).
Until truly autonomic features are integrated into CNS systems, the latter are likely to incur substantially higher
management costs than FCS sytems.

Table 15 and Figure 17 show the cost with the number of client hosts. We assume a fixed capacity of 1344 TBytes
with a storage node configuration similar to Table 8 (168 storage nodes).

Finally, Table 16 and Figure 18 show the cost of a system with avarying number of clients, where each client has
dedicated 8 TBytes storage (so the total system storage increases with the number of clients).

4.7 Costs comparison: CNS vs FCS

Comparison of total and per-TB costs of CNS and FCS systems (SATA- and FC-based) is presented in Figure 19. We
see that costs of CNS systems are much lower than FCS systems and that they scale almost linearly – there is no big
entrance costs for small capacity FCS systems, which in contrary may be observed in the FCS approach.
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total TBytes 56 112 224 336 448 672 896 1120 1344
# Disks 112 224 448 672 896 1344 1792 2240 2688
# Storage nodes 7 14 28 42 56 84 112 140 168
# Switches 2 2 2 2 4 4 8 8 8
– # Ports/switch 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
Usage of switches 0.14 0.28 0.56 0.84 0.64 0.93 0.72 0.87 0.64
Cost of nodes 28 56 112 168 224 336 448 560 672
– Cost of disks only 22.4 44.8 89.6 134.4 179.2 268.8 358.4 448 537.6
Ccost of switches 3 3 3 3 6 6 12 12 12
Cost of HBAs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total cost [KEuro] 31 59 115 171 230 342 460 572 684
Cost per TByte [KEuro] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Table 14: Purchase cost of a CNS system for varying capacity and fixed number of clients.
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Figure 16: Purchase cost of a CNS system for varying number ofclients and fixed total capacity.

5 Related Work

Due to the importance of commodity architectures and the potential of replacing FCS with CNS there is currently
significant research work on issues related to performance and scalability, reliability and availability, and automated
management. As our goal in this work is not to discuss currentresearch work and results in the area, but rather to
contrast two architectures, we do not comment on these any further.

6 Conclusions

Our analysis shows that FCS has been fairly successful in providing high scalability and advanced management fea-
tures, fulfilling stringent requirements on capacity, performance, reliability, availability, and manageability. However,
FCS exhibits certain architectural and functional limitations and results in high complexity and cost. For these rea-
sons, the shift towards more commodity architectures for storage elements is an important trend. Although CNS has
a significant potential to reduce system cost and eliminate functional limitations, there is still a number of issues that
need to be addressed before CNS prototypes can be deployed indemanding real-life applications. However, as this
shift will dramatically impact the nature of the storage subsystem in Grid infrastructures, higher level Grid services
and architectures should start considering the impact of these architectural trends.
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hosts 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
# Disks 2688 2688 2688 2688 2688 2688 2688 2688
# Storage nodes 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168
# Switches 12 12 12 16 22 32 48 80
– # ports/switch 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
# Total ports 576 576 576 768 1056 1536 2304 3840
# Ports for host connectivity 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048
# Ports for storage connectivity 336 336 336 336 336 336 336 336
# Ports used for switch connectivity 24 24 24 32 44 64 96 160
Usage of switches 0.65 0.68 0.73 0.64 0.60 0.59 0.63 0.66
Cost of storage nodes [KEuro] 672 672 672 672 672 672 672 672
Cost of switches [KEuro] 18 18 18 24 33 48 72 120
Cost of HBAs [KEuro] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total cost [KEuro] 690 690 690 696 705 720 744 792
Cost per TByte [KEuro] 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.55 0.58

Table 15: Purchase cost of a CNS system for varying number of clients and fixed total capacity.
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Figure 17: Purchase cost of a CNS system for varying number ofclients and fixed total capacity.
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